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PREVENT SICKNESS:
CON-SEPT 1 BULK HAND SOAP - CON-SEPT 1 is the optimum in soap compounds;

designed to rid hands of common soils and leave them fresh and clean.

REMEDEZE NON-ALCOHOL BASED HARD SURFACE CLEANER - REMEDEZE is
the ideal alternative for cleaning all hard surfaces. These handy rags
can be used to clean telephones, computer keyboards and mice, desks,
sinks, toilet seats, tools, door knobs, file drawer handles and wherever
cleaning is needed. All of Sunrise's handy "rags in a bucket" are
designed to offer ultimate in convenience, portability and ease of
application. 

ISOLATE ALCOHOL FREE DEFENSE WIPE - This wipe contains a Quaternary
liquid compound designed to sanitize hands, arms,. desks, chairs, and
any des

TOTAL DUAL USE - HELPS KILL:Psedomonacidal, Virucidal, Mildewcidal,
Fungicidal, Staphylocidal and Tuberculocidal. Disinfects Herpes Simplex
virus type 1 and 2. Influenza A2 (Hong Kong) and HIV-1 (AIDS virus).
Controls Mildew growth on fabric for 14 days and on hard surfaces for
21 days. Virucidal against Influenza A2/Hong Kong, Herpes Simplex Type
1 and 2 on pre-cleaned, inanimate, and hard surfaces. Kills HIV-1 (AIDS
virus) on pre-cleaned environmental surfaces/objects previously soiled
with blood/body fluids.

DERMI-GEL DERMI-GEL is the essential ingredient in today’s social, industrial and
general working environment. This amazing compound instantly cleans
hands, arms, or wherever applied. It can be used without water to
provide cleansing and peace of mind to the user.



FIGHT ICE AND COLD:

DEFROST AEROSOL ICE MELT AND PREVENTATIVE - DEFROST thaws ice from
headlights, locks, doors, icy steps, equipment, and other surfaces and
objects where ice removal is necessary for safe operation. Easy
application. Especially useful for large trucks with hard to reach
windows.

BAN ICE SAFE ICE MELTING COMPOUND - BAN ICE is a fantastic compound
designed for time saving removal of Ice, Slush, and Snow. FOR ICE
REMOVAL: Spread BAN ICE evenly over surface to be treated. The
quantity to be used depends on severity of conditions. Apply until
desired melting is achieved. For best results, remove ice as it softens.
FOR SLIP RESISTANCE: Mix BAN ICE with one part product to 10 to 20
parts abrasive material. Excellent when used in highway sander trucks.

PREVENT ICE PREVENTATIVE - PREVENT Melts ice and snow and helps to
prevent freezing on walks, driveways, intersections, culverts, bridges,
steps, ramps, loading docks or other places where ice and snow may be
a problem. May be used by sewage plants as it contains no harsh heat
generating chemicals to harm operation of the plant.Use to help melt ice
and snow on equipment. Municipal, county and state street and highway
departments: Spray or pour on sand to help prevent freezing and
caking. Improves thawing qualities of the sand and allows for better
traction.
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